Qatar Foundation: Unlocking Human Potential

- Qatar Foundation (QF) is a non-profit organization that is supporting Qatar on its journey to becoming a sustainable and diversified economy, investing in the nation’s future and contributing to a better world by:
  - Offering **world-class, holistic education** and **lifelong learning opportunities**
  - Fostering **a culture of research and innovation** that generates solutions to real-world challenges
  - Empowering the community of Qatar through social engagement

- QF was established in 1995 by **His Highness Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani**, the Father Amir, and **Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser**, Chairperson of QF.

- QF’s core mission areas are: **Pre-University Education; Higher Education; Research, Development, and Innovation;** and **Community Development.** It has also established several **global initiatives**, including the World Innovation Summit for Education and the World Innovation Summit for Health.

- **Education City**, QF’s flagship development, spans a 12 square kilometer site in the Al Rayyan area of Doha. It is home to:
  - Several QF schools, including **Qatar Academy Doha**, one of five Qatar Academy schools.
  - **Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU)**, QF’s homegrown higher education institution, and its five colleges.
  - **Seven international QF partner universities** (with an eighth based elsewhere in Doha).
  - **Three national research institutes** – all part of HBKU – focusing on energy and environment, computing, and biomedicine.
- **Qatar Science &amp; Technology Park** – Qatar’s premier innovation hub

- **Sidra Medicine**, a state-of-the-art women’s and children’s hospital and center for medical research and education.

- Community facilities including **Oxygen Park, Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art**, and **Al Shaqab equestrian center**.

- **The Education City Mosque**

- **Qatar National Convention Centre**

- **Qatar Foundation Headquarters**

- Education City also houses **Qatar National Library**, the **Education City Stadium**, and the **Education City Golf Club**.

- The QF community includes students and staff of over **100** nationalities, a **5,000- strong** workforce, and **98** member organizations.